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Death in the Middle Passage has long been at the center of the moral attack on slavery, and
during the past two centuries estimates of the death rate and explanations of its magnitude have
been repeatedly discussed and debated. For comparative purposes we draw on studies of mortality
in other aspects of the movement of slaves from Africa to the Americas, as well as the experiences
of passengers on other long-distance oceanic voyages.1 These comparisons will provide new
interpretations as well as raise significant problems for the study of African, European, and
American history.
The transatlantic slave trade represented a major international movement of persons, and,
although only one part of the movement of slaves from the point of enslavement in Africa to their
place of forced labor in the Americas, shipboard mortality was its most conspicuous and frequently
discussed aspect. Of the more than 27,000 voyages included in the Du Bois Institute dataset, more
than 5,000 have information on shipboard mortality. Information is provided on African ports of
embarkation; American ports of disembarkation; nationality of carrying vessels; numbers of slaves
leaving Africa, arriving in the Americas, and dying in transit; ship size; numbers of crew and their
mortality; and length of time at sea. The dataset also permits, with subsequent collecting, the
linking of this information to government and private documents containing data on sailing times
from Europe to Africa and time on the coast while purchasing slaves. Not all pieces of data are
provided for all voyages, but enough are given to allow examination of traditional issues in greater
detail. With more detailed analysis, still other problems are generated, and the answers to older
questions can be seen more clearly.
A key element in projecting the costs of the slave trade is connecting estimates of deaths in
the Middle Passage to the overall deaths due to the trade. The first systematic discussion of the
distinctions between deaths in the Middle Passage and deaths to be attributed to the slave trade as a
whole can be found in Thomas Fowell Buxton's The African Slave Trade and Its Remedy, first
published in 1839. Buxton distinguished mortality resulting from the following: the original seizure
of slaves, the march to the coast, and detention before sailing (whether owned by African or
European traders); the sufferings after capture (at the hands of the British Antislavery Patrol) or
after landing at Sierra Leone or other ports; the Middle Passage; and initiation into New World
slavery or " 'seasoning' as it is termed by the planters."2
Each of these stages raises important historical concerns about which information is
currently too incomplete to provide satisfactory answers. This leads to varying estimates of the
mortality consequences of the slave trade. Thus, to Buxton, "the principal and almost the only
cause of war in the interior of Africa, is the desire to procure slaves for traffic," and the number
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slain in such wars was probably at least equal to the number enslaved. The allocation of this
mortality to the slave trade depends on the attribution of motive for African warfare, an issue to
which there is no single clear-cut answer, since, as John Thornton argues, warfare and slavery both
took place in Africa before major European contact. Nor are the economic factors in allocating
captives among the transatlantic, the trans-Saharan, and the internal African slave trade fully
understood.3 The march to the sea, which often was conducted in stages, with sales to various
intermediaries, would have had varying death rates depending on distance, diet, and disease
environments as well as whether the enslaved were also made to carry goods to the coast. Losses on
the coast before sale and departure reflected the length of the waiting time until the cargo was
completed and the vessel sailed. Changing efficiencies in marketing and the frequency of voyage
arrival could affect mortality by their impact on the length of the period in coastal barracoons or on
board vessels prior to sailing.4 After arrival, the persisting effects of the Middle Passage or the
African background-or both-could influence deaths in the immediate interval of adjustment and the
first year or so on shore, although the mix of prior conditions and New World circumstances makes
precise estimates problematic.
It is difficult to form generalizations about each of these stages. Mortality is affected
especially by the age and sex composition of the enslaved, the economic, social, and political
circumstances in the various areas in which their enslavement occurred, their disease and climatic
environments, and changing shipboard conditions over time as more knowledge of the conditions
of successful operation in the trade emerges. Moreover, the specific nature of routes through
various climatic regions and shifting disease environments could mean that distance by itself does
not provide a satisfactory explanation for mortality. These variations in disease zones affect not
only movements in Africa; even seemingly short-distance migrations within Europe or the
Americas also appear to have varying mortality outcomes. Nevertheless, these may not be as great
as were the changes in going from Africa to the Americas, particularly to temperate mainland North
America.
Besides actual treatment on board ship, many other factors influenced shipboard mortality.
First, the period from capture to sailing significantly exceeded the period of sailing from Africa to
the New World, although the density of population was greater on board ships than at earlier stages
of the movement to the Americas. Second, variations in the internal conditions in Africa had a
marked, direct impact on mortality, not to mention a significant indirect effect on the strength of the
slaves at the start of the Middle Passage. Care and treatment on slave vessels could correlate with
significant differences in shipboard mortality for slaves and for crew. Third, because the numbers
of those enslaved and entering into the transatlantic trade varied with internal African political and
economic conditions, such as warfare and famine, there should be some obvious link between such
conditions and mortality in the transatlantic crossing. At present, too little is known about the
relations among economics, climate, disease, and mortality both because knowledge concerning the
interconnections of the specific factors in Africa is limited and because the information about how
rapidly such changes in African conditions might modify human behavior has not been adequately
determined.
One of the longest and most heated of debates regarding slavery and the slave trade is the
mortality of slaves in the Middle Passage. It was a major interest to those contemporaries arguing
about the slave trade and has recently re-emerged as a source of controversy among scholars. It is a
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problem for which the Du Bois database permits an extensive, detailed analysis.5 This debate has
been primarily focused on deaths on the voyage itself, between the ultimate departure from Africa
and the arrival in port in the Americas. While this represents only one part of the story of the
mortality attributable to enslavement, it is probably the component most frequently discussed, past
and present. The high rates of mortality on slave ships greatly exceeded the customary death rates
of populations on land, even considering those of the great human disasters such as the Black
Death, the decimation of Native Americans in the settlement of the Americas, and the Irish Famine,
as well as mortality on other types of sea voyages, such as those carrying indentured workers and
free migrants.
The attention given to this one part of the mortality experience of the enslaved may seem
surprising, since it is probably neither the longest component in terms of time nor the largest in
terms of mortality. While of interest as a historical issue, the Middle Passage is the most easily
measured part of the slave movement to the New World. For no other aspect of the enslavement
process, in Africa or in the Americas, is the mortality information as extensive or as complete. The
attention given the Middle Passage may also reflect the distinctions made, in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, between the slave trade and slavery. Almost all nations legally ended the slave
trade (seen as the great evil) about two decades before slavery was ended. Abolition of the trade
was supposed to force slaveowners in the Americas to ameliorate slavery, creating conditions in
which slaves would be self-reproducing and the growing population would eventually permit the
development of a free peasantry.6 Thus in Britain the earlier concentration on collecting data
related to the slave trade was important for parliamentary purposes, given that the political goal of
ending the slave trade was to be the ultimate ending of slavery in the Americas. By the 1830s and
1840s, however, shipboard mortality was seen to be only one part of the disastrous effect of
American slavery on Africa, and more attention turned to developments in Africa. Never absent
from earlier debates, concern with Africa became more important than the focus on the Middle
Passage in the nineteenth century.
That the transatlantic shipment was the first stage in the large-scale transfer of ownership of
slaves from Africans to Europeans permitted the abolitionists to focus on the sins of the Europeans
rather than on the behavior of the African suppliers. Shipboard mortality was presumably
controllable by the shippers, with or without state regulation, and deaths could be regarded as the
responsibility of Europeans, without the possible ambiguity found in the discussion of all steps in
the trade, including the initial capture and transit within Africa.7
The focus on voyage mortality is misleading for an understanding of the full demographic
costs of the process of enslavement, or even for the satisfactory analysis of death in the Middle
Passage. The voyage was only one part of the movement from a slave's capture to a slave's laboring
on a plantation. Deaths occurred at every stage from capture to acclimatization in the Americas;
and the total mortality rates were a multiple of deaths in the Middle Passage, as Buxton argued in
1839. Tables I and II (see below) hint at this additional mortality by showing deaths immediately
before the Middle Passage began and immediately after it ended. When added together, these
deaths were, in some periods, similar to deaths during the voyage itself.
Earlier than Buxton, in his 1789 speech opening the parliamentary debate on the slave trade,
William Wilberforce had estimated that about 12.5 percent of slaves transported died in the Middle
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Passage, 4.5 percent died on shore before the date of sale, and one-third died in the process of
acclimating to the Americas-a total mortality of about 50 percent, of which the Middle Passage
accounted for about one quarter.8 Buxton estimated that 50 percent of all those intended for
transatlantic markets died during seizure, march, and detention. Twenty-five percent of the
survivors died on the Middle Passage (12.5 percent of all those captured), and 20 percent of those
reaching the Americas (7.5 percent of the originally enslaved group) died during "seasoning." Thus,
the Middle Passage, by Buxton's estimates, accounted for less than one-fifth of the loss due to the
slave trade. The corresponding figure for the "Mohammedan Slave Trade" across the desert,
Buxton estimated as "for every slave embarked, one life sacrificed." Thus, allowing for some
exaggeration in these estimates, even the leaders of the attack on the slave trade did not make the
Middle Passage an exclusive factor in slave transport mortality.9
Mortality in the slave trade can be measured directly or indirectly. Direct measurement
refers to the number of deaths at each stage. Indirect measurement would, for example, consider
those deaths during the Middle Passage that had been influenced by physical conditions and
diseases present prior to boarding the ship. Obvious parallels exist to the varying conditions of
European migration to ports, explaining in part the presence of passage mortality variations from
different ports. In Africa, famines and malnutrition influenced both the probability of enslavement
and the subsequent mortality prior to, as well as during, the voyage. Longer marches to the coast or
marches through assorted disease environments may have led to more deaths in transit as well as,
by weakening the slaves, higher shipboard mortality. That not all slaves entered the transatlantic
voyage with equal probability of dying on board is, of course, an important reason for comparing
African ports of departure. It is equally important to try to determine the precise sources of slaves,
even when actual sailing times were similar, or, if voyages came from the same port, when trying to
understand why mortality rates fluctuated so frequently.
Information on the other transatlantic and transoceanic voyages to compare with the slave
trade is more frequently available for the nineteenth century than for the eighteenth and earlier
centuries. These other voyages include those that carried free emigrants from Europe to the
Americas and Australia, indentured laborers from various parts of the world to the Americas and
elsewhere, convicts from Europe to North America and Australia; and troops to and from Europe.
Each of these migrations was dissimilar in the origins of the passengers, controls and treatments of
passengers, as well as in distance and sailing times. Major variances in mortality rates among types
of migration and over time are therefore to be expected.
Contemporaries often compared mortality in the Middle Passage with mortality on land in
the country of outmigration for those who remained. This comparison entails comparing the annual
experience on land with the fraction of a year spent at sea and also requires adjustments for age and
sex composition. Though systematic quantitative information on death rates of African populations
is unavailable, average slave trade mortality probably exceeded death rates in Africa. Similarly, for
Europeans, transatlantic mortality rates exceeded those of the European country of departure.
Nevertheless, despite the high death rates in Africa, the ratio of mortality in the slave trade to
African death rates probably exceeded the ratio between transatlantic mortality and resident death
rates for Europeans. This pattern was no doubt influenced by the changing disease environment and
greater density on board ship. Both voyage and non-migrant mortality experiences were similar,
however, in that the average rates often were the outcome of many relatively low mortality
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experiences. On land, the crisis years reflected famines or epidemics or both, while the higher rates
on voyages derived from abnormally long passages that created famine-like situations or where
water was short or from epidemic diseases boarded at the time of embarkation. Major factors in
reducing average mortality in both cases were a reduction in the frequency of abnormal occurrences
and the fall in normal rates over time.
Another way of placing the transatlantic slave trade in perspective is to survey long-distance
and transatlantic voyages of free populations and of various forms of contract or indentured
laborers. Long-distance ocean voyages were the principal means of providing workers to many
parts of the world. Comparing the mortality experience on such journeys will demonstrate what
was unique to the slave trade and what patterns were similar to all trades. In discussing non-slave
voyage mortality, it is also useful to compare the death rates of crews on slave ships with that of the
slaves, a comparison made familiar by Thomas Clarkson in his first major attack on the slave trade.
A dramatic change in transoceanic transport over the course of the nineteenth century was
the substitution of steam for sail as a source of power on many boats. Until the mid-nineteenth
century at least, sail was always the principal means of power. Steam came later and then only on
certain routes.10 For all types of voyagers-free, slave, and indentured labor-there was time and
expense in traveling to ports and waiting for ship departure. All vessels on the same route were
obviously not subject to similar wind and current conditions, but, typically, sailing times did not
vary significantly by type of population carried. Some difficulties arose because for much of the
century most ships involved in passenger traffic were designed to carry freight, not passengers. In
spite of these basic similarities regarding ships and shipping, important variations existed. Slave
ships tended to include more individuals per ton (or per unit of space) than did other vessels. Such a
characteristic does not, however, resolve the debate about what was called "tight-packing," which
concerned the effects on mortality of increasing (or decreasing) the number of slaves on board
slave ships. Moreover, slave ships were more likely to sail from tropical areas and thus, for slaves,
to suffer from tropical diseases. Emigrants and (eighteenth-century) indentured laborers going from
Britain to North America sailed basically in one climate zone, a temperate one. As Table III
indicates, even in the eighteenth century these differences between slave and non-slave ships
contributed to the most striking contrast-the higher mortality on slave ships during the eighteenth
century (12.2 percent, based on the full dataset) than on ships carrying British convicts to North
America and German immigrants to Philadelphia (7.9 percent; see Table III). Indeed, a comparison
of slave trade mortality with that of other ocean voyages indicates that all others had lower rates
than did the slave trade, whether measuring mortality per voyage or per month at sea (compare
Table III with Tables IV and V).
Slave trade mortality tended to be high relative to that of other traffics, as well as to
mortality rates in land-based settlements and overland migration. This higher mortality is observed
whether the basic measure is per voyage, per day at sea, or per unit of ship size. Occasional
voyages in other trades did exceed the average rates in the slave trade, but unusual circumstances
such as disease outbreaks or extreme length of time at sea account for these exceptions. Many slave
ships had mortality rates as low as those in other trades, since only a limited number of ships
suffered from high mortality, but average slave ship mortality was usually above that of the other
voyages.
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The number of days at sea on given routes had only a limited effect on mortality except for
those unusually long voyages owing to difficulties of weather and sailing conditions. The
measurement of mortality used here is number of deaths per thousand per month. Table IV shows
the distribution of this rate over length of voyage for seven quarter-century periods from 1676 to
1850. Mortality rates remained high throughout the trade. No strong pattern across voyage length is
apparent. Constraints on the amount of food and water supplies that could be carried on board
meant that particularly long voyages could create major problems. Captains, in particular, were
aware of the need to carry extra supplies, but financial and spatial concerns limited their options.11
The mortality rates in the legal slave trade, as in other trades, declined over time even
though a relatively small increase in slave trade mortality, caused by the illegal slave trade,
occurred in the nineteenth century.12 Table IV also shows a decline in duration of voyage even
without the use of steamships. At times the decline in mortality exceeded that in length of voyage,
but there remained some important exceptions, particularly after 1840. Deaths aboard ship, as Table
IV indicates, were somewhat randomly distributed by days at sea, and, except for a concentration
during the spread of epidemics, many days had none or only one death. 13 This distribution by days
at sea may be surprising given expectations that many of the deaths would occur early in the
voyage, based on the severity of African conditions, or else late in the voyage, because of the
effects of more days at sea and possible shortages of food and water. Under normal circumstances,
neither pattern appears with any frequency, and there were few days with numerous deaths, at start,
middle, or end of the voyage.
Variations in mortality on vessels leaving different African ports remain of great importance
in understanding the impact of the slave trade on vital rates. As seen in Table V, rates varied little
by flag carrier, especially considering that accidents of geography and wind systems meant that the
Portuguese focused their activities on the relatively low-mortality regions. To an even greater
extent than earlier and less complete studies, Table VI (a) shows the enormous differentials in
shipboard mortality by region. The All Years totals show that losses on vessels leaving the Bight of
Biafra were 120 percent greater than those on vessels leaving Angola-by far the biggest single
region of embarkation-30 percent greater than on vessels leaving the next highest mortality regime
among West African regions, and more than 50 percent greater than for the mean for the whole of
sub-Saharan Africa.
The reasons for the regional variations are as yet poorly understood, but analysis of
embarkation points using the Du Bois data provides some new clues. Most strikingly, dramatic
spreads in mortality rates among African ports of origin emerge from Table VI (b), even among
ports in the same region and not far distant from each other. These persisted over time, influenced
presumably by the nature of the enslavement areas and the distances from inland point of capture to
the port. Marked and long-standing variations in mortality occurred between ships sailing from
ports located close together. Such port differentials were found in all regions and likely arose from
events in the areas of enslavement and the nature of the movement to the coast.14 In the Bight of
Biafra, for example, mortality rates on ships leaving Old Calabar, to which slaves could be moved
by the Cross River, tended to be much higher than on those leaving Bonny, along the Niger River.
These ports are only about seventy-five miles apart. An analogous situation is apparent for Loango,
Cabinda, and Malembo, north of the Congo River, where death was more than twice as likely on
vessels departing Loango as it was on slavers leaving from the latter two ports. The strong variation
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in mortality between African regions is well recognized in the literature, though not as well known
as that mortality on board all vessels declined at similar rates over time.
In the slave trade, as can be seen in Tables VII and VIII , there were small but noteworthy
differences in rates of mortality by age-children (that is, those under age fifteen) tended to have
higher rates-and by gender-adult women sometimes experienced lower death rates. Nevertheless,
before the last half century of the traffic, children seldom accounted for a large proportion of the
slaves shipped, and the male-female ratios did not differ by very much among ports of
embarkation, so that changes in these ratios cannot account either for much of the movement in the
overall mortality rate or for the differences among African regions.
Mortality rates in the American ports of arrival varied much less than in African ports of
origin. Thus the range in mortality rates throughout the transatlantic slave trade was based
primarily on African ports of departure. Environmental and economic conditions among various
parts of Africa thus become of central importance for understanding the slave trade and its
mortality experience. Perhaps most striking is the skewed distribution of ship mortality rates at any
moment of time, appreciable even for ships sailing from the same port in Africa and going to the
same American port. Very few ships had the high mortality rates that attracted abolitionists'
attention; many more ships tended to have low rates.15 The mortality patterns of ships ranged
widely, even when almost all conditions and circumstances appear to have been the same.16 The
median for each route and each time period is always below the mean, often by as much as one-half
of the mean, since the size of the mean is heavily influenced by those voyages with high rates. The
decline in the average rate of mortality over time is due to lowered rates for most vessels, indicating
a wide diffusion of whatever factors caused the decreases. Moreover, as can be seen in Tables I
and II, mortality on the coasting and pre-sail phases of the voyage exhibits the same decline over
time as is apparent in voyage mortality. Further, Tables IX and X indicate that the vessels with the
highest mortality during the voyage also experienced the highest mortality both before and after the
voyage. Overall high average death rates indicate abnormal conditions-disease, poor weather,
extended duration-on specific voyages or for conditions prior to sailing. High rates from specific
ports were based on nontypical factors and occurred with limited frequency.
Despite the long and continuing debate on tight packing versus loose packing of slaves,
which refers to the range of slaves carried per ton or per-unit of ship size, "tighter" packing seems
to have had little impact on mortality. Whatever the rate of packing, the number of slaves carried
per ton on slave ships was usually in excess of the number on voyages of free individuals or
contract laborers. The higher density of people on slave vessels may have made a major
contribution to their higher rates of mortality, although, within the observed range, density did not
seem to affect slave mortality. Why this pattern of mortality occurred and what were the crucial
ratios of number carried per ton remain unclear. In discussions of density and of regulating carrying
capacity, there was a long-standing controversy as to the best measure to be used in defining
crowding. Some regulations were based on numbers carried relative to ship's tonnage; at other
times regulations were based on the amount of space allowed per person. 17 The effects on numbers
carried and mortality make these distinctions important.
Indicative of the contemporary concern with the morality of the slave trade, the slave trade
was probably the first sea voyage that European governments made continued and prolonged
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attempts to regulate, perhaps because mortality was higher than on other long-distance voyages.
These regulations covered the carrying capacity of the ships, the amount of provisions to be carried,
and medical care on board. While during the course of the nineteenth century, following the lead of
England in 1803 and the United States in 1819, most European countries introduced some
regulations concerning passenger traffic, the slave trade had been regulated by Portugal starting in
1684, by Britain in 1788, and by the Netherlands in 1789.18 Although Pennsylvania in 1749 and the
Massachusetts Bay colony in 1751 introduced restrictions on passengers carried by immigrant
ships, these were unusual policies in the eighteenth century.19
Dolben's Act (1788) required that surgeons be in attendance on British slave ships, a
practice that had begun earlier on an informal basis without the legal requirement. The legislation
also provided a system of bonuses for doctors and captains on ships that arrived in the Americas
with what were considered to be low mortality rates: payments were made on ships with rates
below 3 percent, and payments were higher on ships with rates below 2 percent. Contributing to the
decline in mortality in the Middle Passage was greater selectivity in choosing slaves for the
transatlantic voyage, although these decisions meant that overall African mortality need not have
been reduced.
The extent to which these laws were effective is debatable, but the frequency of changes in
legislation for slave (and emigrant) vessels confirms that intense scrutiny at the legislative level led
to constant refinements to the legal requirements of captains and owners of slave, convict, and
emigrant vessels in an official quest to contain mortality on British vessels. The often parallel
movements of mortality for carriers of various nationalities, however, some with, others without,
regulations, raises questions about their impact. In the British case, Dolben's Act apparently led to
some reductions in numbers carried and also, possibly, in mortality. On the other hand, in the
nineteenth century, captured slave vessels conducted under British control to the Mixed
Commission Courts on voyages lasting several weeks experienced mortality similar to that on
vessels that escaped capture despite large bonuses to crew members for recaptured slaves landed
alive.20
Comparisons of shipboard mortality are, however, not the only comparisons that provide
useful information. There are, for example, comparisons with other parts of the slave trade,
including during the coasting period or after arrival to the New World, but before disembarkation
and sale. Overland travel in Africa to the coast can also be compared with overland migration in
North America and in Europe. Studies of the overland trips to California and Oregon from the
Missouri River in the 1850s place the overall mortality rate at about 4 percent for a trip that
averaged between about 110 and 160 days.21
Comparisons can also be made with relocated populations. Considerably more is known,
thanks to the studies of Philip Curtin, about the mortality of British and French troops stationed
overseas in various parts of the world.22 The striking aspect of these mortality rates is their
variation by location, with rates of more than 100 per thousand for the Dutch in the Dutch East
Indies, for the British in Jamaica and Sierra Leone (483 per 1,000 in 1819-1836), and for the
French in Guadeloupe, Martinique, and Senegal, all for roughly the two decades between 1817 and
1836. These are suggestive of earlier high mortality rates for whites in the tropical West Indies and
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on the coast of West Africa, rates that sometimes exceeded those on slave voyages, even when
standardized for duration.
Not only did slaves suffer high mortality on the transatlantic route, so did crews. Table XI
is consistent with Thomas Clarkson's collection of information demonstrating that crews on the
slave ships he audited had considerably higher death rates than the crews on other voyages. Their
mortality experience on the longer voyage-from England to Africa, to America, returning to
England-was often similar to the mortality rates for slaves on the same ships, but the slaves had a
shorter time in transit.23 This similarity suggests that there were perhaps some overriding factors
on the voyage, such as climatic and disease zones and the conditions in Africa, not only the specific
nature of the shipboard treatment of slaves, that drove up the death rate. While mortality rates for
slaves and crew were correlated and possibly interdependent, more must be learned about the
possibilities of there being different causes of mortality for slaves and for crew. The high crew
mortality, plus the larger size of crews on slave voyages, led to Clarkson's claim that rather than
being the "nursery for our seamen," as its defenders proclaimed, it was a "grave," a source of
considerably higher mortality than in other trades. The mortality pattern for the crew on British
ships was similar to that for French ships in the eighteenth century, exhibiting the same marked
differences between African regions apparent in slave mortality. Crews were at sea longer and on
the African coast longer, and relative to crews in other trades their mortality was high, though after
controlling for time on board, it was below that of slaves.
After the start of the nineteenth century, European governmental regulations for vessels
required the collection of information including numbers carried and landed, providing more data
on mortality in transoceanic movements.24 In addition, as with the slave trade, the growth of
newspapers, with their more extensive coverage of commercial movements, provided another
source of considerable data on ships and their mortality contributing significantly to public opinion
and agitation.
The geographic scope of the non-slave voyages in the nineteenth century includes voyages
originating in Asia, Africa, and Europe and ending in Australia and the Americas, a geographic
range far beyond that of the transatlantic slave trade. These voyages include several climate zones
and different nautical conditions. Some voyages, such as those of free immigrants, were
transatlantic; other involved sailing in the Atlantic, the Indian Ocean, and the Pacific; the Pacific
and the Atlantic; within the Indian Ocean; and within the Pacific Ocean.25 The non-slave voyages'
mortality experiences were influenced not only by distance sailed but also by the impact of climate
zones, and time in the tropics, factors that could influence the havoc caused by virulent pathogens
introduced at the outset of the voyage, especially in the presence of stormy weather or deadly calm
conditions in the tropics, or a combination of both. Sailing vessels predominated during the years of
the slave trade. Even in the second half of the nineteenth century when transoceanic steamers
became important, many voyages, both short and long distance, were still undertaken by sailing
vessels, although steam vessels were faster and tended to have lower mortality rates, overall and
per day, than did sailing ships.
Slave ships did have an unusually high population density per ship in terms of persons
carried per ton or in terms of space allocated. Slave ships were normally more crowded than any of
the other vessels; even eighteenth-century immigrant ships from Europe to the Americas tended to
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carry relatively fewer persons per ton. The numbers of slaves carried per ship is a perhaps
distinctive characteristic of slave ships relative to non-slave voyages.26
Time of voyage for slave ships was similar to that of other ships crossing the Atlantic, at
least before the introduction of steamships for immigrant ships, although the voyages to Brazil
from Africa were shorter than the other transatlantic sailings. There were similar declines in the
nineteenth century in time at sea for vessels sailing similar routes. Immigrant voyages from Europe
were similar in sailing time to slave voyages from Africa, but those of contract laborers from India
to the West Indies were considerably longer and had higher death rates than emigrant voyages from
Europe to the Americas and Australia. Non-slave vessels had a greater degree of official control
over who would be permitted to undertake the voyage, as well as considerably more space per
person. There were more African ports involved in the slave trade than there were European ports
in the non-slave transatlantic voyages, so there was some greater variation in time at sea for ships in
the slave trade.
Slave ships tended to have higher rates of mortality, per voyage and per day at sea, than did
other ships. Only in several years of epidemics or of other poor conditions in the country of
departure (such as in the years of the Irish Famine) did immigrant ships reach levels of mortality
comparable to those in the slave trade. Even then, however, there were often enough low mortality
crossings to maintain an average at or below that customary in the slave trade. In all voyages,
including slaves, disease was the primary source of mortality. In only a limited number of voyages
were deaths due predominantly to violence or to food and water deprivation.
In examining the long-term trend in slave ship mortality, mortality rates were generally
lower in the nineteenth century than in the eighteenth, although there were some late increases in
the last phase of the illegal slave trade of the nineteenth century. This pattern was true for most of
the national carriers and most of the ports of departure. Declines in mortality over time
characterized all other types of voyages, and in many cases the declines were even sharper than
they had been on slave ships. As with slave ships, there was a wide dispersion of mortality rates in
any period of time. Also, mortality rates on most, if not all, routes tended to be higher for infants
and very young children and lower for women than for adult men, with the higher mortality for
women on British voyages to Australia being an important exception.
Two cases of unusually high mortality rates occurred in the nineteenth century. Voyages
from Liverpool and from Irish ports (particularly the former) during the Irish Famine, especially in
the years when the cholera threat was high, became the source of considerable attention and
concern.27 Second was the sailing of contract laborers from China to Cuba in the mid-nineteenth
century (but curiously, not those from China to the British West Indies). Vessels from China to
Cuba had death rates per voyage that even averaged above those of the earlier slave trade, but,
given the longer voyage, they had a lower mortality per day at sea than had those slave voyages.28
Some characteristics of the internal migration to reach ports for sailing from Europe to
America resemble those on slave ships. Immigrants often traveled several hundred miles to ports,
and waited a long time prior to shipment. These waits also characterized indentured laborers,
particularly those in India. And, resembling the systematic differences by ports from Africa, there
were persistent variations in mortality rates by port of departure from Europe, rates that exceeded
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those of the typical mortality in the European cities of departure. Indian indentured laborers
suffered mortality rates that differed depending on whether they originated from Madras or
Calcutta.29 Thus the importance of events that went on before sailing must be considered for nonslave ships as well as for slave ships.
Although slave ships had higher mortality rates than all other vessels, the comparisons are
inexact because few passenger-carrying voyages replicated the routes taken by slaves in crossing
the Atlantic. One exception is the traffic of African laborers to the British West Indies in the 1850s
and 1860s. Overall, these mid-nineteenth-century voyages carrying African laborers to the
Americas had, after the initial years, markedly lower mortality rates than did the slave ships in
earlier decades, and they also carried fewer persons per ton.30
Mortality rates for British troops carried to mainland North America and the British West
Indies before the Revolutionary War were relatively high by later, non-slave ship standards. They
were, however, lower than those for slaves carried to those locations. Mortality rates for convicts
from Britain to the thirteen colonies were also below those on slave ships. These vessels sailed in
northern temperate zones, not tropical areas as did the slave ships. Moreover, they carried fewer
persons per ton than did the slave ships. The convict ships to North America before the
Revolutionary War averaged about sixty convicts per hundred tons, whereas slave ships usually
carried around two hundred slaves per hundred tons. Mortality rates on ships carrying indentured
servants and free immigrants also were below those on slave ships in the nineteenth century, even
with some similarities in sailing times. There were occasional non-slave voyages with relatively
high mortality due to outbreaks of infectious diseases, which attracted considerable attention, then
and now, but these were unusual episodes, and the attention given to them led to an overstatement
of the average mortality experience of the time.
In the nineteenth century, shipping of immigrants, convicts, and contract laborers was
usually regulated.31 Regulations often extended to the initial signing of contract laborers and the
time period between agreement to sail and actual sailing, as well as employment conditions after
arrival. In all cases not only were mortality rates lower than on slave vessels, but these rates also
declined over time. Similarly, sailing times declined over time, but these declines were not as
dramatic as the declines in mortality rates. The relative contributions of advances in medical
knowledge, improved ship design, better health practices on voyages, better controls as to who
would be permitted to sail, regulations concerning numbers to be carried on board, and the
changing nature of incentives to lower mortality remain uncertain, but large declines in mortality
did occur without dramatic therapeutic advances.32 The improvement in the mortality experience
on slave ships was among the first important triumphs of modern measures of public health.33
The mortality experienced in the Middle Passage was, on average, higher than for other
ocean voyages, and the space allocated for passengers was less on slave ships than on other
seaborne vessels. Nevertheless, when trying to account both for the high level of mortality and its
decline over time, some puzzling patterns remain. The specific African port of departure had a
pronounced impact on average mortality for long time periods, while the wide range of mortality
rates from given ports indicates that the trade was characterized by many random and unexpected
factors. Focusing on average rates answers some important questions, but the more detailed study
of patterns of variations should add considerably to our knowledge of the specific impacts of a
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number of factors and thus contribute to our understanding of African, European, and American
history.
There are many new issues generated as well as new ways of looking at issues that have
arisen because of the great increase in data now available. What is striking is how little can be
answered from European and maritime sources, requiring new focus on African societies and
economies in order to understand the nature of the transatlantic slave trade. While we are learning
more about the mechanics of the acquisition and movements of captives in Africa, key
characteristics of these land-based processes remain harder to discern than for the Middle Passage
itself. Matters such as the time and duration of the journey, mortality in transit, and climate and
disease characteristics of the area over which the movement from inland to arrival at the coast
remain to be understood before we can more fully understand the slave trade and its impact.
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